
Dr. NICK - The rising star at Rockolymp  They have been active since 2013 and the band was founded this year. In total there are 4 people on stage, band founders Tobias Olbrich and Andreas Stöppel. Both are the guitarists and Tobi at the same time as the lead singer.  Ludwig Buchner on bass and Vincent "Vinci" Römer on drums complete the quartet. Regionally they are all Neumarkt in der Oberpfalz, bavaria to assign. All four musicians of Dr. NICK had previously been active in a variety of bands and were thus able to gain nationwide stage experience, for example, through appearances in Austria, Switzerland and Italy.  Dr. NICK makes his own music with English lyrics. The musical spectrum ranges from ballads to sophisticated instrumental pieces to pounding hard-rock pieces in the style of bands such as Black Sabbath, UFO or even AC/CD. Trademark of Dr. NICK, however, are the melodious two-part guitar lines. The group attaches particular importance to the three-part choir singing. Another feature of Dr. NICK is the alternation between fixed and free passages, which are integrated into various songs live as jam sessions.  The first album was recorded in 2015 in Nuremberg, but you did not have the opportunity to bring this sensibly to the man or woman. This opportunity arose in September 2017 when band founder Olbrich came across owner Daniel "Battl" Sejpka and his record label Battl Victory Records. The company was relocated from Switzerland to the tranquil Wieseneck near Painten in November 2016. After initial collaboration on various private texts of Mr. Sejpka, who is songwriter by the way, one went over it with Dr. NICK to deal with. As one still feels regionally connected and also performs there, the enjoyment lures again nationwide, if not even dedicate to international events.  Since February 20, 2018, this has been contractually fixed and since then everything is running at full speed. The songs are digital since 03/15/2018 available worldwide in various online stores as a download. Of course, this also includes the biggest stores like Amazon, iTunes or Google Play Store.  But as befits ar ock band you will soon be able to buy the CD and LP on the in-house sales portal of Battl Victory Records. The record will of course be available in the debut album release as Limited Edition with special extras. 
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 Pre-orders are running. “Circular Trance” has also received the gold record in the DDO charts.  Anyone who has caught fire and is interested can also get some pictures on the websites of the record company (www.battl-victory-records.com) or the band (www.drnick-band.com). Of course, this works equally well on any known social media portal.  Particular attention should be paid to the band by broadcasters, radio and TV stations.  Please contact Battl Victory Records Artist Management directly at info@drnick-band.com. 


